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Abstract

In this thesis, the methods of hedging incomes from crops done in (Hainaut,
2019) are applied to Swedish temperature and crop data. Some background
on weather derivatives compared to other financial derivatives is given, as
well as the main results needed from the article. In particular, the minimum
variance hedging is applied to data from four different Swedish locations
while hedging with future contracts on CAT index in Stockholm. The results
suggest that this hedging strategy could successfully be utilized in Sweden
if weather derivatives became available in Stockholm.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Income risk is a natural consideration for any company; the risks associated
with their revenue have different causes and as such have different difficul-
ties. In this thesis we will consider weather risks to agriculture and ways
to hedge against them. There are different ways to approach this problem
and an appropriate solution may vary for different companies depending on
their needs and preferences. These hedging strategies, as well as weather
insurance, may become even more relevant in the future as there has been
recent concern about climate change causing more extreme weather patterns.
The models and hedging strategies used here are based on the results from
(Hainaut, 2019) where the theory was presented and applied on agricultural
data from Belgium using weather derivatives on temperature. The goal will
be to investigate how the same models perform for data from Sweden. There
are many reasons to expect differences in the results, for example Belgium
and Sweden have different climates and other factors such as soil and sun
hours may also affect how the models perform.

One of the problems with using weather derivatives for income hedging
is that they are only available in some locations. This means that it is
not enough to model the weather effects on the base income as there is
a discrepancy between the weather there and the weather which governs
the value of the weather derivative. In the models that will be presented
later, this is modelled by incorporating a geographical component to the
temperature and crop models, which allows for both pricing the derivative
and predicting the outcomes of crops and derivatives at the same time.

The first chapter is about weather derivatives; what they do and some
differences between using weather derivatives and purchasing a weather in-
surance. Following that is some mathematical background needed to under-
stand the models. Then the models and theory from (Hainaut, 2019) that
will be used are restated. In the last two sections, the methods and data
sources are discussed as well as the results.
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Chapter 2

Weather Derivatives

A financial derivative is a contract, which has its value derived from under-
lying assets. Examples of assets could be stocks, interest rates or indices.
In turn, an index can be calculated from a basket of stocks or commodities
and even weather. An example of a weather index is Heating Degree Days
(HDD), which is used to give an indication of the amount of energy used
for heating houses. Obviously, heating is only required once the outdoor
temperature is low enough and the energy used for heating increases as the
outdoor temperature decreases. This is what HDD attempts to capture. If
w(ti) denotes the average of the highest and lowest temperature in Celsius

on a given day ti, w(ti) =
w(tmax,i) + w(tmin,i)

2
, then the HDD for a month

is defined as

HDD =
30∑
i=1

max(d− w(ti), 0),

where d is a base temperature under the assumption that heating commences
once the outdoor temperature falls below the base temperature. For the
USA, the base temperature is set to 18 degrees and for the European Union
it is 15.5. Note that the days where the temperature is much lower than d will
give a larger contribution to the total value of HDD, as is needed in order to
capture accumulated energy usage. One might legitimately wonder who uses
derivatives on the HDD index and the answer is that energy companies have
been using them in the USA since 1996 (Alexandridis & Zapranis, 2012).
Since the outdoor temperature dictates energy usage to some extent, their
income is also exposed to the weather and derivatives on indices such as HDD
can reduce that exposure. As an example, in winter an energy company may
want to hedge against warm weather, since less energy would be used for
heating. If they take a negative position in the HDD (by selling futures
or buying put options on the HDD index) their portfolio would consist of
the regular energy incomes which increases when the temperature is low
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and a derivative on the HDD index, which gives a higher payoff when the
temperature is high, thus hedging the total income.

The weather derivative market in Europe is much smaller than in the
USA (Hainaut, 2019) (Alexandridis & Zapranis, 2012), -the only European
cities with weather derivatives traded on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange
(CME) are currently London and Amsterdam- it is reasonable to expect the
European market to grow in the future. In particular, the demand may
increase if, as expected, global warming causes more volatile weather since
companies with weather exposure will want to hedge their incomes. Due
to this we will, as was also done in (Hainaut, 2019), use future contracts
written on the CAT index in locations where this is not currently possible,
but where it may become available in the future.

2.1 CAT Index

The weather index on which we will be considering weather derivatives is
the Cumulative Average Temperature (CAT) index. In principle, the accu-
mulation between time 0 and T could be calculated using an sum of daily
average temperatures,

CAT(T ) =
T∑
i=1

w̄(ti)

where w̄(ti) is the measured average temperature on a given day t. For
Swedish temperature data, the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological In-
stitute (SMHI) provides estimations of average daily temperatures calculated
with Ekholm-Modéns formula1. The estimation relies on a few different tem-
peratures recorded during the day defined as follows: T07, T13, T19 are the
temperature measurements at times 07:00, 13:00, 19:00 respectively; Tx and
Tn are the maximum and minimum temperature recorded between 19:00 the
previous day and 19:00 the day of interest. The average daily temperature
Tm is then approximated by

Tm ≈
aT07 + bT13 + cT19 + dTx + eTn

100
,

where a, b, c, d, e ∈ R are constants dependent on month and longitude. As
an example for longitude 11◦ the table of constants is:

1Ekholm-Modéns formula from SMHI.
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a b c d e

Jan 33 15 32 10 10
Feb 31 18 31 10 10
Mar 32 22 26 10 10
Apr 25 19 27 10 19
May 21 18 25 10 25
Jun 21 18 25 10 26
Jul 19 18 27 10 26
Aug 18 23 22 10 27
Sep 26 24 23 10 17
Oct 31 19 30 10 10
Nov 30 16 34 10 10
Dec 34 15 31 10 10

Table 2.1: Coefficients used for Ekholm-Modéns formula at longitude 11◦ by
SMHI. Source: SMHI.

For the financial derivatives on CAT index it is measured from the first
day in a month until the last day in a month.

2.2 Pricing Weather Derivatives

The Black-Scholes approach to pricing financial contracts on stocks relies on
constructing a replicating portfolio, i.e. a trading strategy that gives the
same cash flows as the contract to be priced, then arguing that their prices
must be equal as otherwise there would be an arbitrage opportunity. In
contrast to contingent claims on stocks, the underlying process for weather
derivatives cannot be traded -there is no such thing as trading in precipitation
or CAT index. This situation would be described as an incomplete market
(Björk, 2009) and the consequence is that the prices need not be unique. As
we will see later, this non-uniqueness will be taken into consideration in the
pricing approach.

There are several methods that can be used to price weather derivatives,
a very comprehensive list of different approaches and descriptions can be
found in the book Weather derivatives: modeling and pricing weather-related
risk (Alexandridis & Zapranis, 2012). One method of determining a price
for a weather derivative is to calculate the historical payoffs from previous
years and derive a distribution for the payoffs (Historical Burn Analysis).
However, this is not recommended in the book for different reasons; one be-
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ing that it assumes that the weather between different years is independent
and identically distributed. A second method is to model an index directly,
such as HDD or CAT, using a similar approach to what is commonly used
for stocks. This could for example be modelling the index as a geometric
Brownian motion, where the distribution of the payoffs is then inferred from
the index model. A third possible method is to instead model the temper-
ature process directly. There are many different ways of doing this and the
one we will use is presented in Chapter 4.

2.3 Weather Insurance

Why use weather derivatives and not weather insurance? One difference is
that insurance is typically used for rare events with a large impact such as
drought, floods or extreme temperatures (Alexandridis & Zapranis, 2012).
Weather derivatives can easily be used for more common deviations in tem-
perature or precipitation for hedging, as was described at the beginning of
Chapter 2. Weather derivatives can also be considered more flexible in since
they can be of many different varieties, such as options, futures or com-
pounded, which can be traded as long as the market is liquid.
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Chapter 3

Brownian Sheet

The models for temperature and crop growth rely on time changed Brownian
sheets for their stochastic components. This chapter aims to develop some
of the theory for understanding Brownian sheets. We begin by discussing
Gaussian random variables.

3.1 Gaussian Processes

Definition 3.1.1. A d-dimensional random variable X ∈ Rd is a Gaus-
sian random variable with mean µ and covariance matrix Σ if it has the
probability density function

fX(x1, . . . , xd) =
exp(−1

2(x− µ)TΣ−1(x− µ))√
(2π)d|Σ|

,

where |Σ| denotes the determinant.

Remark 3.1.2. Since the determinant of Σ appears in the denominator, a
density function can only exist if Σ is invertible. Also, the covariance ma-
trix is positive semidefinite since, using a standard definition of covariance
matrix, for y ∈ R

yTΣy = yTE[(X − E[X])(X − E[X])T]y

= E[yTZZTy] = E[yTZ(yTZ)T] ≥ 0

since yTZ(yZ)T ≥ 0.

Definition 3.1.3 (Gaussian Process). A random process (Xt)t∈T is a Gaus-
sian Process if for any (t1, . . . , td) ∈ T d and d <∞, (Xt1 , Xt2 , . . . Xtd)T is a
Gaussian random variable.

So far, the index set for the processes have been T ⊂ R but in principle
there is no reason why the index must be one-dimensional. If instead, we
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have a process (Xt)t∈T , where T = RN+ , the process could be observed in
N different dimensions. Note that a multi-parameter process should not be
confused with a multidimensional process, which refers to a process being
vector-valued, whereas multi-parameter means that the index set consists of
vectors.

3.2 Brownian Sheet

The reason for introducing multi-parameter processes is to incorporate spa-
tial as well as time dimensions in the process that models the stochastic
nature of temperature series.

A Brownian Sheet can also be multi-dimensional but we will only be
concerned with the one-dimensional variety.

Definition 3.2.1. A Brownian Sheet (Bt)t∈T is a Gaussian process with
mean E[Bt] = 0 and the covariance

Cov[Bt, Bs] =

m∏
j=1

(tj ∧ sj),

where T ⊂ Rm and s ∧ t = min(s, t).

One last concept that will be used later is time change. This is when the
index variable t ∈ T is replaced by a time change t(s). As an example, from
the process Xt, the time changed process Xt(s) can be constructed. The time
change t : T → S must be non-decreasing and can be stochastic. However,
only deterministic time changes will be used in the modelling.
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Chapter 4

A Model for Temperature

In the article (Hainaut, 2019) a particular model is used for the temperature
process. The properties of this model are what allows for pricing the CAT
futures and determining correlations between temperature and harvest size,
which makes hedging strategies possible. The locations will be separated into
hedging locations, where the measurements for the derivatives are made, and
farm locations where the crops are grown. Using the notation of (Hainaut,
2019) we define the vectors xh

j = (xh1j , x
h
2j) as the coordinates of hedging

location j. The temperature w at time t in location j is modelled as

w(t,xh
j ) = aw(t,xh

j ) + Zw(t,xh
j ), (4.1)

where aw is a deterministic component of the temperature process corre-
sponding to the seasonality, and Zw is a Gaussian field. In this case Zw is a
time-changed Brownian sheet used to model all of the variation not captured
in the deterministic part. It is defined as

Zw(t,x) =
σw(x)√

2θw
exp(−θwt− αw1 x1 − αw2 x2)Wvw1 (t),vw2 (x1),vw3 (x2), (4.2)

where Wu is the 3-parameter Brownian sheet. The time changes are

vw1 (t) = e2θwt

vw2 (x1) = e2α
w
1 x1

vw3 (x2) = e2α
w
2 x2

and σw(x), θw, α
w
1 , α

w
2 ∈ R+. One important consequence of the time changes

is that the modelled autocorrelation in time and each space direction decays
exponentially. In order to see this we start by determining the covariance.
It is first noted that

Cov[Wvw1 (t),vw2 (x1),vw3 (x2),Wvw1 (s),vw2 (y1),vw3 (y2)]

= (vw1 (t) ∧ vw1 (s))(vw2 (x1) ∧ vw2 (y1))(v
w
3 (x2) ∧ vw3 (y2))

= exp(2(θw(t ∧ s) + αw1 (x1 ∧ y1) + αw2 (x2 ∧ y2))),
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where a ∧ b = min(a, b). Thus

Cov[Zw(t,x), Zw(s,y)]

=
σw(x)σw(y)

2θw
exp(−θw(t+ s)− αw1 (x1 + y1)− αw2 (x2 + y2))

× Cov[Wvw1 (t),vw2 (x1),vw3 (x2),Wvw1 (s),vw2 (y1),vw3 (y2)]

=
σw(x)σw(y)

2θw
exp(−θw(t+ s)− αw1 (x1 + y1)− αw2 (x2 + y2))

× exp(2(θw(t ∧ s) + αw1 (x1 ∧ y1) + αw2 (x2 ∧ y2)))

=
σw(x)σw(y)

2θw
exp(−θw|t− s| − αw1 |x1 − y1| − αw2 |x2 − y2|). (4.3)

To see the last step, assume t ≥ s. Then

| t− s |= t− s = (t+ s)− 2s

= (t+ s)− 2(t ∧ s).

We can now identify the autocorrelations of Zw in the time and space
directions. Recall that the autocorrelation of Zw in the time direction would
be

corr[Zw(s,x), Zw(t,x)] =
Cov[Zw(s,x), Zw(t,x)]√
Var[Zw(s,x)]Var[Zw(t,x)]

.

Both the numerator and denominator can be derived from Equation 4.3 as

Var[Zw(t,x)] =
σw(x)2

2θw
, (4.4)

Cov[Zw(s,x), Zw(t,x)] =
σw(x)2

2θw
exp(−θw|t− s|)

which can then be inserted into the autocorrelation

corr[Zw(s,x), Zw(t,x)] =

σw(x)2

2θw
exp(−θw|t− s|)

σw(x)2

2θw

= exp(−θw|t−s|). (4.5)

Since θw > 0, the correlation decays exponentially as the difference between
s and t increases. Note that these are the correlations in the Gaussian field
Zw and not the temperature.
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Chapter 5

A Model for Crops

It is assumed that the crops grow between times 0 and T and the crop yield
per area unit at location x is denoted by Y (x). It is modelled as

Y (x) = ay(x) + bw(x)

∫ T

0
Zw(s,x) ds+ Zy(T,x), (5.1)

where Zy(t,x) is a partly time-changed Brownian sheet

Zy(t,x) = σy exp(−αy1x1 − α
y
2x2)Wt,vy2 (x1),v

y
3 (x2)

, (5.2)

with the time changes

vy2(x1) = exp(2αy1x1),

vy3(x2) = exp(2αy2x2)

and where αy1, α
y
2 ∈ R+. In Equation 5.1 it can be seen that the model has one

deterministic component ay(x), the integral of temperature deviations from
the trend

∫ T
0 Zw(s,x) ds weighed by a factor bw(x) and a noise term Zy(T,x),

which captures other factors in crop yield. For example, if bw(x) > 0 for
some x, that would infer a positive relation between an unusually warm
growth period and larger crop yields in that location. This is because the
sign of the integral determines which way the temperature outcome differs
from the seasonal mean. The covariance can be determined in the same way
as for Zw in Equation 4.3 as

Cov[Z − y(t,x), Zy(s,y)] = σ2y(t ∧ s) exp(αy1|x1 − y1| − α
y
2|x2 − y2|). (5.3)

This chapter is concluded with two propositions that will be useful later.

Proposition 5.0.1. Let xf1 , . . .x
f
d be geographical positions. If the correla-
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tion matrix of Zy(t,x
f
j ) has the Cholesky decomposition

(corr(Zy(t,x
f
j ), ZY (t,xfk)))j,k

= (exp(−αy1|x
f
j,1 − x

f
k,1| − α

y
2|x

f
j,2 − x

f
k,2|))j,k

= ΣyΣ
T
y ,

then the vector Zf
y (t) has the following representation

Zf
y (t) = Zf

y (0) + σyΣyW
y
t (5.4)

where W y
t is a vector of independent standard Brownian motions.

Proposition 5.0.2. Define Σw ∈ Rp+d×p+d as the Cholesky decomposi-
tion of the spatial correlation matrix of Zw(t,x) at locations xh1 , . . . ,x

h
p and

xf1 , . . . ,x
f
d ,

corr(Zw(t),Z(t)) = ΣwΣT
w

where

Σw =

[
Σh
w 0

Σfh
w Σf

w

]
.

We also define the diagonal matrices

bw = diag(bw(xf1), . . . , bw(xfd)),

σhw = diag(σw(xh1), . . . , σw(xhp)),

σfw = diag(σw(xf1), . . . , σw(xfd)),

σw = diag(σhw,σ
f
w).

By construction, the crop yields follow a multivariate normal distribution.
The expected yield and variance of the yield conditioned on the information
avalible at time t are

E[Y | Ft] = ay + bw

∫ t

0
Zf
w(s) ds+

bw
θw

(1− e−θw(T−t))Zf
w(t) +Zf

y (t), (5.5)

and

Var[Y | Ft] =
1

θ2w

∫ T

t
(1− e−θw(T−s))2 ds

× bwσfw(Σfh
w Σfh

w
T

+ Σf
wΣf

w
T

)σfwbw + σ2y(T − t)ΣyΣ
T
y .

(5.6)
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Chapter 6

Hedging with CAT Futures

In (Hainaut, 2019) a few different hedging strategies using future contracts
written on the CAT index are considered. This sections aims to show the
methods used to determine a future price on the CAT. Since the CAT is
cumulated temperature it will be modelled as an integral using the notation
of Equation 4.1 as

CAT(t,xhk) =

∫ t

0
aw(s,xhk) ds+

∫ t

0
Zw(s,xhk) ds (6.1)

and the dynamics are therefore

dCAT(t,xhk) =
[
aw(t,xhk) + Zw(t,xhk)

]
dt. (6.2)

6.1 Future CAT Price

Some results are needed for future CAT prices, the proofs of the propositions
are given in the article.

Proposition 6.1.1. Let xh1 , . . .x
h
p be geographical positions and

σhw = diag(σw(xh1), . . . , σw(xhp)) be a diagonal matrix. If the correlation
matrix of Zw(t,xhk) has the Cholesky decomposition

(corr(Zw(t,xhk), Zw(t,xh` )))k,`=1,...p

= (exp(−α1 | xhk,1 − xh`,1 | −α2 | xhk,2 − xh`,2 |))k,`=1,...p

= Σh
wΣh

w
T
,

then the processes Zw(t,xhk) can be represented asZw(t,xh1)
...

Zw(t,xhp)

 = exp(−θwt)

Zw(0,xh1)
...

Zw(0,xhp)

+ σk
wΣh

w


∫ t
0 e
−θw(t−u)dW h,1

u
...∫ t

0 e
−θw(t−u)dW h,p

u

 ,
(6.3)
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where W h,k
u are independent standard Brownian motions andZw(0,xh1)

...
Zw(0,xhp)

 ∼ N(0,
1

2θw
σhwΣh

wΣh
w
T
σhw).

Remark 6.1.2. The matrix of correlations is positive definite, therefore Cholesky
decomposition is possible.

Proof. Consider a covariance matrix A ∈ Rn×n and the corresponding corre-
lation matrix B ∈ Rn×n of a random vector X ∈ Rn. From Remark 3.1.2 it
is known that the covaraince matrix can be assumed to be positive definite,
that is yTAy > 0 for any y ∈ Rn. The matrix elements are given by

Aij = Cov[xi, xj ] = σij ,

Bij = corr(xi, xj) =
Cov[xi, xj ]√

σ2i σ
2
j

=
σij
σiσj

.

It follows that

yTBy =
∑
i,j

yiyj
σij
σiσj

=
∑
i,j

yi
σi

yj
σj
σij

= zTAz,

where z =

(
y1
σ1
, . . .

yn
σn

)T

. Since z ∈ Rn and A is positive definite it follows

that yTBy = zTAz > 0 which means that B is also positive definite.

Remark 6.1.3. The processes Zw(t,x) are Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes and
their dynamics are given by

dZh
w(t) = −θwZh

w(t)dt+ σhwΣh
wdW

h
t , (6.4)

where Zh
w = (Zw(t,xhp), . . . , Zw(t,xhp))T and W h

t = (W h,1
t , . . .W h,p

t )T.

Proof. What seems to be standard procedure for OU-processes is to start
with the dynamics in Equation 6.4 and calculate the dynamics for X(t) =
eθwtZw(t) using Itô’s lemma. Recall Itô’s lemma for multidimensional pro-
cesses: if

dZ(t) = v dt+ u dWt

is an Itô process and
X(t) = g(t,Z(t)),

where g(t, x) : [0,∞)× Rn → Rm. Then

dXk =
∂gk
∂t

(t,Z(t))dt+
∑
i

∂gk
∂xi

(t,Z(t))dZi +
1

2

∑
i,j

∂2gk
∂xi∂xj

(t,Z(t))dZidZj .
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Using the formula with the given dynamics of Zh
w and g(t, x) = eθwtx we get

dXk = θwe
θwtZw(t,xhk)dt+ eθwtdZ(t,xhk) + 0

= (θwe
θwtZw(t,xhk)− θweθwtZw(t,xhk))dt+ eθwt

∑
i

σw(xhk)(Σh
w)k,idW

h,i
t

= eθwt
∑
i

σw(xhk)(Σh
w)k,idW

h,i
t , (6.5)

where
∑

i σw(xhk)(Σh
w)k,idW

h,i
t is the k:th element in the vector σhwΣh

wdW
h
t .

The intermediate step results from

gk(t, x) = eθwtxk =⇒ ∂gk
∂xk

= eθwt

and

∂2gk
∂xi∂xj

= 0 for all i, j.

Using Equation 6.5 it follows that

dXk(t) = d(eθwtZw(t,xhk)) =
∑
i

σw(xhk)(Σh
w)k,ie

θwtdW h,i
t

=⇒ eθwtZw(t,xhk) = eθw·0Zw(0,xhk) +
∑
i

σw(xhk)(Σh
w)k,i

∫ t

0
eθwudW h,i

u .

Then lastly when writing this as vectors it can be identified as an OU-process,

eθwtZh
w(t) = Zh

w(0) + σhwΣh
w


∫ t
0 e

θwudW h,1
u

...∫ t
0 e

θwudW h,p
u



=⇒ Zh
w(t) = e−θwtZh

w(0) + σhwΣh
w


∫ t
0 e
−θw(t−u)dW h,1

u
...∫ t

0 e
−θw(t−u)dW h,p

u

 .

From the dynamics in Equation 6.4 it can be seen that the processes are
mean reverting in the sense that the deterministic time component−θwZh

w(t)
has opposite sign of the current value Zh

w(t), which means that they tend
to zero. This means that the deviation from the trend tends to zero, which
is consistent with intuition. Now that the Wiener processes W h

w and the
matrices σhw,Σh

w are given, another Proposition from (Hainaut, 2019) gives
the dynamics of Zh

w under the risk neutral Q-measure.
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Proposition 6.1.4. Let xh1 , . . .x
h
p be geographical positions and φ(t) a p-

dimensional Ft-adapted process. If
∫ T
0 ‖φ(s)‖22 dW h

s < ∞, then the Radon-
Nikodym derivative

Lw(t) =
dQ

dP

∣∣∣∣
t

= exp

(
−1

2

∫ t

0
φ(s)Tφ(s) ds−

∫ t

0
φ(s)T dW h

s

)
(6.6)

defines the probability measure Q under which W̃ h
t = W h

t +
∫ t
0 φ(s) ds is a

standard p-dimensional Brownian motion. The dynamics of Zhw under Q are

dZh
w(t) = θw(−σhwΣh

wφ(t)− θwZh
w(t))dt+ σhwΣh

wdW̃
h
t . (6.7)

Here the authors use the ansatz φ(t) = −Σh
w
−1
σhw
−1
θwγw(t). Inserting

this in the dynamics under Q gives us

dZh
w(t) = θw(γw(t)−Zh

w(t))dt+ σhwΣh
wdW̃

h
t . (6.8)

In integral form this SDE can be written as

Zh
w(t) = eθwtZh

w(0) + θw1p

∫ t

+
γw(u)e−θwu du+ σhwΣh

w

∫ t

+
e−θw(t−u) dW̃ h

w ,

(6.9)

where 1p is a p dimensional vector of ones. The following Corollary gives a
formula for integrating the gaussian field Zh

w(t).

Corollary 6.1.5. The p-dimensional vector of integrals of the Gaussian field
Zh

w can be written as∫ T

t
Zh
w(s) ds =

1

θw
(1− e−θw(T−t))Zh

w(t)

+ σhwΣh
w

∫ T

t

1

θw
(1− e−θw(T−s)) dW h

s ,

(6.10)

where

∫ T

t
Zh
w(s) ds =


∫ T
t Zhw(s,xh1) ds

...∫ T
t Zhw(s,xhp) ds

 ,
∫ T

t

1

θw
(1− e−θw(T−s)) dW h

s =


∫ T
t

1

θw
(1− e−θw(T−s)) dW h,1

s

...∫ T
t

1

θw
(1− e−θw(T−s)) dW h,p

s

 .
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Under Q the integral becomes∫ T

t
Zh
w(s) ds =

1

θw
(1− e−θw(T−t)Zh

w(t)

+ 1p

∫ T

t
γw(u)(1− e−θw(T−u)) du

+ σhwΣh
w

∫ T

t

1

θw
(1− e−θw(T−u)) dW̃ h

u . (6.11)

By defining the vectors CAT(t) = (CAT(t,xh1), . . . ,CAT(t,xhp))T, ahw(s) =

(aw(s,xh
1 ), . . . aw(s,xhp))T and where Zh

w = (Zw(s,xh1), . . . , Z(s,xhp))T as be-
fore, the dynamics of the CAT in Equation 6.2 can be written in vector form
as

dCAT(t)
[
ahw(t) +Zh

w(t)
]
dt.

Using the previous Corollary with this SDE, CAT(T ) can be written in
integral form under the P -measure as

CAT(T ) = CAT(t) +

∫ T

t
ahw(s) ds+

∫ T

t
Zh
w(s) ds

= CAT(t) +

∫ T

t
ahw(s) ds+

1

θw
(1− e−θw(T−t))Zh

w(t) (6.12)

+ σhwΣh
w

∫ T

t

1

θw
(1− e−θw(T−s)) dW h

s

and under the risk neutral Q-measure this becomes

CAT(T ) = CAT(t) +

∫ T

t
ahw(s) ds+

1

θw
(1− e−θw(T−t)Zh

w(t)

+ 1p

∫ T

t
γw(u)(1− e−θw(T−u)) du

+ σhwΣh
w

∫ T

t

1

θw
(1− e−θw(T−u)) dW̃ h

u .

By defining ãhw(s) = ahw(s) + 1pγw(s)(1− e−θw(T−s)), it can be written more
concisely as

CAT(T ) = CAT(t) +

∫ T

t
ãhw(s) ds+

1

θw
(1− e−θw(T−t)Zh

w(t)

+ σhwΣh
w

∫ T

t

1

θw
(1− e−θw(T−u)) dW̃ h

u . (6.13)

The following proposition gives some insight as to how the futures can be
priced and the dynamics of the prices.
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Proposition 6.1.6. If the vector F (t, T ) = (F (t, T,xh1), . . . F (t, T,xhp))T

denotes the future prices at time t of CAT indexes at time T , the following
relation holds

F (t, T ) = e−r(T−t)CAT(t) + e−r(T−t)
∫ T

t
ãhw(s) ds

+
e−r(T−t)

θw
(1− e−θw(T−t))Zh

w(t).

(6.14)

The dynamics under P and Q are

dF (t, T ) = rF (t, T )dt− e−r(T−t)(1pγw(t)(1− e−θw(Tt)))dt

+
e−r(T−t)

θw
(1− e−θw(T−t))σhwΣh

wdW
h
t

(6.15)

and

dF (t, T ) = rF (t, T )dt+
e−r(T−t)

θw
(1− e−θw(T−t)). (6.16)

Proof of Equation 6.14. Recall that the risk neutral valuation is the expected
value of the future at time T discounted from time t, that is

F (t, T ) = e−r(T−t)EQ[CAT(T ) | Ft].

A representation of CAT(T ) under Q is present in Equation 6.13, it re-
mains to determine the expected value with respect to the filtration at time
t and multiply with the discounting factor. Since ahw(t) and γw(t) are deter-
ministic and both Zh

w(t) and W̃ h
t are Ft-measurable, it follows that ãhw is

deterministic and that CAT(t) is Ft-measurable. Therefore

e−r(T−t)EQ[CAT(T ) | Ft] =

e−r(T−t)EQ
[
CAT(t) +

∫ T

t
ãhw(s) ds+

1

θw
(1− e−θw(T−t)Zh

w(t)

+σhwΣh
w

∫ T

t

1

θw
(1− e−θw(T−u)) dW̃ h

u | Ft

]

= e−r(T−t)CAT(t) + e−r(T−t)
∫ T

t
ãhw(s) ds+

e−r(T−t)

θw
(1− e−θw(T−t)Zh

w(t)

+e−r(T−t)EQ
[
σhwΣh

w

∫ T

t

1

θw
(1− e−θw(T−u)) dW̃ h

u | Ft

]

For the last term it is noted that
1

θw
(1 − e−θw(T−u)) is deterministic and

continuous and thus EQ
[ ∫ T

t
1
θw

(1− e−θw(T−u)) dW̃ h
u | Ft

]
= 0.
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An interesting detail in the risk neutral price in Equation 6.14 is that
if one was to determine e−r(T−t)EP [CAT(T ) | Ft] using Equation 6.12 the
difference would be that ãhw is exchanged for ahw. Recall that ãhw(s) = ahw(s)+
1pγw(s)(1 − e−θw(T−s)) and θw > 0, T ≥ s implies that 1 − e−θw(T−s)) > 0
so it follows that if γw(t) > 0, then ãhw > ahw. In other words, if γw(t) > 0
the risk neutral price is increased by a risk premium compared to the price
under the P -measure.

The formula in Equation 6.14 is what will be used to determine future
CAT prices; however, this requires some idea of what γw(t) is, which will be
handled in Section 6.3.

6.2 Minimum Variance Hedge

The hedging strategy being considered is the one that most reduces the
variance of incomes. In general, this kind of strategy will reduce the variance
while also reducing the mean of incomes, so the cost of lower risk is smaller
average returns.

As in (Hainaut, 2019), the hedging portfolio of a company that hedges
their incomes consists of an investment in the bank account Bt with dynamics

dBt = rBtdt

where r is the risk free rate modelled as a constant interest rate. Some more
needed notation is ωi(t) as the portfolio weight of a CAT future for hedging
location i ∈ {1, . . . , p} at time t and ω0(t) as the amount of wealth invested
in the bank account at time t. Next, a self-financing condition is added to
the portfolio, which assures that only an initial investment into the portfolio
is required.

ω0(t) = −
p∑

k=1

ωk(t)F (t, T,xhk),

therefore, if Rt denotes the value of the portfolio at time t,

dRt = ω0(t)rdt+

p∑
k=1

ωk(t)dF (t, T,xhk) (6.17)

= −
p∑

k=1

ωk(t)F (t, T,xhk)rdt+

p∑
k=1

ωk(t)dF (t, T,xhk). (6.18)

The income gained from crops at can be written as

P
d∑

k=1

SkY (T,xfk) = P STY (T ),
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where S = (S1, . . . , Sd)
T is the area of fields in each of the farming locations,

P is the price that crops are being sold at and again Y (T,xfk) is the crop
yield.

Now the portfolio that minimizes the variance of the total income is equal
to

V (t,Y (t), Rt) = ωmin. var.(t) = min
ω(t)

Var
[
RT + P STY (T ) | Ft

]
. (6.19)

The next proposition gives the solution ωmin. var.(t) for Equation 6.19 under
these assumptions.

Proposition 6.2.1. The CAT portfolio minimising the variance of the com-
pany earnings is equal to

ωmin. var.(t) = −er(T−t)Pσhw
−1

Σh
w
−1T

Σfh
w

T
σfwbwS. (6.20)

6.3 Maximum Utility Hedge

The purpose of this section is to understand how the risk premium γw(t)
was derived in the article. The maximum utility hedging strategy will not
be explored further or implemented.

In this hedging strategy, the goal is the maximize the expected utility.
The optimization problem being solved is

V (t,Y (t), Rt) = max
ω(t)

E[U(RT + P STY (T )) | Ft],

where U : R→ R is the chosen utility function, in this case

U(x) = − 1

β
exp(−βx)

for some β ∈ R+. This problem is solved in the article, and the solution is
given as

ωexpo(t) = −er(T−t)Pσhw
−1

Σh
w
−1T

Σfh
w

T
σfwbwS

− γw(t)θ2we
r(T−t)

β(1− e−θw(T−t))
σhw
−1

Σh
w
−1T

Σh
w
−1
σhw
−1

1p.

The first term is identical to the minimum variance portfolio and interestingly
in the second term, the fraction

γw(t)θ2we
r(T−t)

β(1− e−θw(T−t))
(6.21)

appears to have a singularity at t = T . At this point the authors make the
ansatz

γw(t) = γ1(1− e−(θw+γ2)(T−t)), (6.22)

where γ1, γ2 ∈ R+. Finally, with this choice of γw it can be seen that the
fraction in Equation 6.21 does not diverge as t→ T .
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Chapter 7

Method

The results will be obtained similarly as in (Hainaut, 2019), but the methods
will be described more carefully. Firstly there is a description of what data
was used and how

7.1 Data

The crop harvest data comes from the Swedish Board of Agriculture (Jord-
bruksverket). The country is divided into either counties or eight different
growth zones, where the average crop harvest in tonnes per hectare is pro-
vided for each county or growth zone. The growth zones are divided so as
to take into account the type of soil, climate and other factors that affect
crops1. The data for the growth zones is available for the years 1965-2019,
but most crops have missing entries in at least some of the zones. The first
choice is of course the crops that have complete data, another option is a
smaller dataset, avoiding the years with missing crop data. There are meth-
ods for estimating missing temperature data, but temperature is recorded
daily and so has many adjacent data points. In contrast, the crop data is
yearly so perhaps more sophisticated methods should be used if attempting
to estimate missing crop data.

Historical weather data from all over Sweden can be accessed from Swedish
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) online. Daily average tem-
peratures can be downloaded, which also contains the geographic locations
of the weather stations. In (Hainaut, 2019), daily average temperatures
were used for calculating CAT, which we also will be using. Some problems
include missing measurements, changes of measuring locations and station
operating dates overlapping poorly with the provided crop data. With re-
gard to the missing data issue, there are quite straight-forward methods to
estimate missing data points as long as they are not missing for prolonged
periods. One such method proposed in (Alexandridis & Zapranis, 2012) is,

1Growth zones on Jordbruksverket
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in the notation used by the authors, defined as

Tt,miss =
Tavy,t + Tavd,t

2
,

where Tt,miss is the missing temperature measurement for a day t in a par-
ticular year and Tavy,t is the average temperature for day t in the N years
for which data is available

Tavy,t =
1

N

∑
yr

Tt,yr.

Furthermore Tavd,t is defined as the average temperature over the seven days
before and the seven days after day t,

Tavd,t =

∑7
i=1(Ti−1 + Ti+1)

14
.

The second problem stated here is not of any great significance as the moves
are generally small, although in some cases it is connected to the third prob-
lem, when one station is discontinued and another station opens nearby with
a new name. When using a station that has moved we choose the location
where it was active for the longest period of time. As for the third problem,
the only option is to choose another station. If there are stations very close to
each other that were active for different time periods, they could perhaps be
amalgamated, or data could be generated using different temperature mod-
els. However, we elect to simply avoid this problem by choosing appropiate
stations that were active during the entire time period. For comparisons
between the Swedish data and the Paris temperature series, which was used
as a hedging location in (Hainaut, 2019), data was accessed from ECAD2.

The models use cartesian coordinates for crop and temperature hedging
locations xfi and xhj . The distance between locations based on latitude and
longitude is calculated with a formula from (Norton, Turvey, & Osgood,
2013) where the distance between two locations (lat1, lon1) and (lat2, lon2)
is given by

d = R arccos(sin(lat1) sin(lat2) + cos(lat1) cos(lat2) cos(long1− long2))
(7.1)

where R is the average radius of Earth. Note that this formula approxi-
mates the Earth as a perfect sphere but the errors introduced by this will be
considered acceptable.

2www.ecad.eu
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7.2 Estimating Parameters

With the data gathered, the parameters in the temperature process w(t,x)
and the crop harvest Y (x) can now be estimated. We begin with estimating
the components of the temperature w(t,x) = aw(t,x) +Zw(t,x). The com-
ponent aw accounts for the deterministic weather component, which is season
dependent. In order to extract aw from the temperature series, (Hainaut,
2019) applied a Whittaker-Henderson filter. The method here will be to ap-
ply the Whittaker-Henderson filter on the temperature series for each year
and then average the filtered series. For the Whittaker-Henderson filter a
Matlab function from the web resources of (Orfanidis, 2018) was used.
Once the values of aw are estimated, the realisations of Zw can be calculated
directly as Zw(t,x) = w(t,x)− aw(t,x). Recall the definition of Zw(t,x) in
Equation 4.2,

Zw(t,x) =
σw(x)√

2θw
exp(−θwt− αw1 x1 − αw2 x2)Wvw1 (t),vw2 (x1),vw3 (x2).

where the time changes are vw1 (t) = e2θwt, vw2 (x1) = e2α
w
1 x1 and vw3 (x2) =

e2α
w
2 x2 , therefore the parameters that need to be estimated are σw(x), θw, α

w
1

and αw2 . From Equation 4.5 we have the autocorrelation

corr(Zw(t,x), Zw(s,x)) = exp(−θw|t− s|)

for lag |t − s|. By computing the sample autocorrelations for 40 lags and
performing a nonlinear least squares fit with the modelled autocorrelation
an estimate of θw is obtained. Similarly, by picking two different locations
we get from Equation 4.3 and Equation 4.4

corr(Zw(t,x), Zw(t,y)) =
Cov[Zw(t,x), Zw(t,y)]√
Var[Zw(t,x)]Var[Zw(t,y)]

=

σw(x)σw(y)

2θw
exp(−αw1 |x1 − y1| − αw2 |x2 − y2|)√

σw(x)2σw(y)2

2θw2θw

= exp(−αw1 |x1 − y1| − αw2 |x2 − y2|),

where (x1, x2) and (y1, y2) are the cartesian coordinates of the two locations.
When the sample correlations have been determined, it is again a matter of
least squares fitting in order to get the estimate of the alphas. The constants
σw(x) can be estimated once θw is known. Recall that Var[Zw(t,x)] =
σw(x)2

2θw
, since θw is known, the sample variances can be calculated in the

Gaussian field Zw(t,x) and solve for σw(x) as σw(x) =
√

2θwVar[Zw(t,x)].
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For the parameters in the crop model, first recall the model in Equa-
tion 5.1

Y (x) = ay(x) + bw(x)

∫ T

0
Zw(s,x) ds+ Zy(T,x).

In order to estimate ay(x) and bw(x) a growth period needs to be determined.
The period used by (Hainaut, 2019) was March until end of October which
was the common growth period for the green maize they used. It proves to
be rather tedious to decide on a growth period as it varies greatly from south
to north in Sweden and also depends on the weather any given year, not to
mention choice of crops. In the end, the growth period was selected as May
until end of September for the southern parts of the country. In order to
only have to consider one growth period, the models were not applied for
the northern parts of the country as spring typically arrives later there. The
first step is to estimate the integral

∫ T
0 Zw(s,x) ds for a given location x,

with t = 0 being the 1st of May and t = T being the 30th of September.
Since the data is discrete the integral is approximated using a sum∫ T

0
Zw(s,x) ds ≈ 1

365

T∑
s=0

Zw(s,x).

The values for Y (x) are given by the data so ay(x) and bw(x) can be es-
timated through a linear regression on of Y (x) with

∑T
s=0 Zw(s,x) as the

explaining variable and Zy(T,x) being the residuals.
The last estimate needed is that of the matrix Σw. Recall that this matrix

is the Cholesky decomposition of the correlation matrix of Zw(t,x) for all
hedging locations (xh1 , . . . ,x

h
p) and all farm locations (xf1 , . . . ,x

f
d)

corr(Zw(t), Zw(t)) = ΣwΣT
w =

[
Σh
w 0

Σfh
w Σf

w

] [
Σh
w 0

Σfh
w Σf

w

]T
.

By calculating the sample correlation matrix ΣwΣT
w and then performing a

Cholesky decomposition, estimations of the blocks Σh
w,Σ

fh
w and Σf

w can be
obtained.

7.3 Risk-Free Rate

The discounting factors require an estimate of the risk-free interest rate.
One way of finding them would be to apply the bootstrap method outlined
in the book Options, Futures and Other Derivatives by John Hull (Hull et al.,
2018) to Swedish government bonds. In the book it is suggested that interest
rates for short periods should be approximated by the shortest available
bond maturity. The time period being considered is five months, or more
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specifically 153 days, which can be considered a short period when dealing
with Swedish government bonds. In addition, only bonds issued in Swedish
crowns (SEK) will be considered as they are aimed at the domestic market;
government bonds issued in dollars or euros accommodate for international
investors.

Fortunately there are also Swedish treasury bills with six month ma-
turity (Statsskuldväxlar). Historical data for these can be found at the
Swedish Central Bank3 (Riskbanken). The historical data available on the
site stretches back to 1984, but any bond data from before then is difficult
to come by. Due to these difficulties, we choose to use only the time period
where this data is available, which means scrapping the crop data between
years 1963 and 1983 leaving the 36 years from 1984 until 2019.

7.4 Valuing Hedging Portfolio

Since the interest is in RT , this must be observed from data. The dynamics
from Equation 6.17 can be simulated by calculating F (t, T ) at each time t.
The values can be estimated by

Rt+1 ≈
1

365

p∑
k=1

ωk(t)F (t, T,xhk)r +

p∑
k=1

ωk(t)[F (t+ 1, T,xhk)− F (t, T,xhk)],

where R0 = 0 since there is no cost of entering future contracts.

3Interest rates at the Swedish Central Bank
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Chapter 8

Results

In this chapter, the results of applying the methods from the previous chapter
will be presented. Comments will be made on the results and, if appropriate,
the results will be compared with those from the article (Hainaut, 2019). The
Swedish locations being considered are Stockholm, used as a hedging location
and Linköping, Visby, Ronneby and Karlstad as farm locations. Visby and
Ronneby are in the same growth zone, which means that the observed harvest
from these locations going by growth zones will be equal.

8.1 Temperature Model

For the seasonal component in the weather model, aw(t,x), the smoothing
parameter λ in the Whittaker filter was set to 2000.

In Figure 8.1, the estimates of aw(t,x) for the Swedish locations and
Paris are shown. All trends can be seen to follow a similar seasonal pattern
with the Swedish locations deviating only slightly from each other compared
to Paris, which is noticeably warmer than all Swedish locations. Another
interesting observation is that the temperature trend in Paris appears to be
flatter. When comparing the trends in Stockholm and Ronneby to Paris
we have the relations in Table 8.1. These results are consistent with the
analysis of daily average temperatures done in chapter 5.2 of (Alexandridis
& Zapranis, 2012), in which they find the standard deviation of average
temperature in cities with warmer climates to be lower than that in cities
with colder climates.

Minimum Value Maximum Value Variance
Paris 3.4854 20.0685 32.1352

Stockholm -2.7665 18.2747 53.1791
Ronneby -1.4916 17.0760 42.6513

Table 8.1: Properties of the trends aw.
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Figure 8.1: Seasonal temperature trends aw for some Swedish locations and
Paris.

The estimated parameters of the Gaussian field Zw(t,x) are shown in
Table 8.2 and Table 8.3. We notice that the estimated parameters are similar
to the estimates in (Hainaut, 2019), with most deviation in the estimated
values for θw. In order to ensure the estimates were obtained in the same
way, the same procedure was done to the data from Paris, which is also
shown in the tables. When compared to the values σw(Paris) = 43.36 and
θw = 81.10 obtained in the article, these estimates are reasonable. Some
deviations are expected since the value of the smoothing parameter may
not have been chosen in the same way and that θw in Table 8.3 is based
only on Paris whereas the value obtained in the article is also based on the
temperature series from Ieper, Arlon and Frankfurt.

Estimated σw
Stockholm 39.64
Linköping 42.12
Visby 33.15

Ronneby 37.21
Karlstad 41.77
Paris 44.80

Table 8.2: Estimated values for σw for the Swedish locations and Paris.
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Parameter Estimation
αw1 4.340e-04
αw2 4.556e-04
θw 60.92

θw,Paris 86.61

Table 8.3: Estimated parameters for Zw

Since the sample autocorrelations in the Gaussian field Zw easily can be
calculated using Matlab they can be compared to the modelled autocorre-
lations after estimating θw. In Figure 8.2, the sample autocorrelations are
compared to the modelled autocorrelation for the Swedish locations are plot-
ted and Figure 8.3 shows the corresponding plots for Paris. From the plots it
seems that the modelled autocorrelation for the Swedish data is less accurate
than the modelled autocorrelation for Paris. This can also be seen by com-
paring the R2 for the two curve fits where R2(Swe) = 0.81 and R2(Paris) =
0.98. By construction, corr(Zw(t,x), Zw(t,x)) = exp(−θw|t − t|) = 1, but
the autocorrelation in the Swedish data does not decay fast enough for this
model to provide a good fit.

x y

Stockholm 0 0
Linköping -143 -105
Visby 16 -187

Ronneby -158 -342
Karlstad -260 2

Table 8.4: Estimated Cartesian coordinates for Swedish locations.

8.2 Crop Model

The parameters ay(x), bw(x) of Zy(t,x) were estimated and compared for
wheat and oat. In Table 8.5 and Table 8.6, the estimated parameters for
wheat and oat respectively can be seen. For most of the locations, the p-
value is small indicating that the integral

∫ T
0 Zw(s,x)ds indeed affects the

crop yields to some degree. As examples of a larger p-value, Figure 8.4 shows
the plot with the most statistically significant model and Figure 8.5 shows
the least statistically significant one. An observation is that all estimated
values of bw are negative, which is not what was found in (Hainaut, 2019)
where bw was negative for Ieper but positive for Arlon.
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Figure 8.2: Sample autocorrelations in Zw plotted together with the mod-
elled autocorrelations for Swedish locations.
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Figure 8.3: Sample autocorrelation in Zw plotted together with the modelled
autocorrelation for Paris.
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Figure 8.4: Regression of Y (x) = ay(x) + bw(x)
∫ T
0 Zw(s,x)ds for wheat in

Visby, an example where the better fits.
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Figure 8.5: Regression of Y (x) = ay(x) + bw(x)
∫ T
0 Zw(s,x)ds for oat in

Linköping, an example of a poor fit.
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Parameter Estimate Std. Error p-value

Linköping
ay 4.3047 8.63e-02 2.1928e-33
bw -0.54515 0.22218 1.9424e-02

Adjusted R2 0.125

Visby
ay 4.7926 9.4351e-02 1.1917e-33
bw -0.90704 0.2314 4.0722e-04

Adjusted R2 0.291

Ronneby
ay 4.7935 9.566e-02 1.8804e-33
bw -0.90451 0.24155 6.6889e-04

Adjusted R2 0.271

Karlstad
ay 4.3212 8604e-02 1.7435e-33
bw -0.32714 0.22613 0.15715

Adjusted R2 3.03e-02

Table 8.5: Estimated parameters for the fitting Y (x) = ay(x) +

bw(x)
∫ T
0 Zw(s,x)ds for wheat with standard errors and two sided p-values.

Parameter Estimate Std. Error p-value

Linköping
ay 4.1882 0.10417 2.9694e-30
bw -0.37715 0.26818 0.16871

Adjusted R2 2.72e-02

Visby
ay 3.9392 0.11124 2.0191e-28
bw -0.58565 0.27282 3.9042e-02

Adjusted R2 9.35e-02

Ronneby
ay 3.9392 0.10611 4.2181e-29
bw -0.77797 0.26794 6.4376e-03

Adjusted R2 0.175

Karlstad
ay 3.8421 0.09139 6.7091e-31
bw -0.57635 0.2402 2.2044e-02

Adjusted R2 0.12

Table 8.6: Estimated parameters for the fitting Y (x) = ay(x) +

bw(x)
∫ T
0 Zw(s,x)ds for oat with standard errors and two sided p-values.

8.3 Minimum Variance Hedge

In order to compare the incomes while using the minimum variance hedge or
not, a variety of different farm locations are considered. Farms of ten hectare
in one single location are considered, constant unity prices are assumed P =
1, and the risk free rate is obtained as was described in Section 7.3. In
Figure 8.6, the average interest rates in May of each year are plotted for
the years 1984 until 2019. Table 8.7 shows the performance of the minimum
variance hedge for wheat and Table 8.8 shows the performance for oat. The
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Figure 8.6: Plot of the risk free rate obtained from Swedish 6 month treasury
bills in May of each year.

incomes without hedging are calculated as

I(x) = PSTY (x)

and the incomes with hedging are calculated as

Imin.var.(x) = PSTY (x) +RT .

Note that Visby and Ronneby are in the same growth zone and thus have
the same observed harvests and incomes when not hedging.

In Figure 8.8 and Figure 8.7, the portfolio weight ωmin. var. for wheat
and oat respectively is plotted for each year. The variations depend only on
the interest rate in a given year used for the discounting, which explains the
relatively small variations.

8.4 Discussion

Many aspects of the methods used for estimations and hedging can be varied.
For example, the Whittaker filter seemed to be more successful in removing
the trend in the data from Paris, resulting in the autocorrelations resembling
the model more than for the Swedish temperature data. A solution could be
to use different approaches for estimating the trends in different locations.
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Farm No hedge With hedge % difference

Variance

Linköping 30.6536 28.5211 -6.96
Visby 45.1967 32.9468 -27.10

Ronneby 45.1967 33.0317 -26.92
Karlstad 27.4791 26.4469 -3.76
Combined

Mean

Linköping 43.0694 36.9809 -14.14
Visby 47.9639 39.7706 -17.08

Ronneby 47.9639 40.0030 -16.60
Karlstad 43.2250 39.4954 -8.63

Table 8.7: Income differences when using the minimum variance hedge or
not for wheat.

Farm No hedge With hedge % difference

Variance

Linköping 40.1488 39.4924 -1.64
Visby 49.1357 43.1506 -12.18

Ronneby 49.1357 42.9020 -12.69
Karlstad 34.1505 29.6704 -13.12
Combined

Mean

Linköping 41.8972 37.6851 -10.05
Visby 39.4167 34.1265 -13.42

Ronneby 39.4167 32.5695 -17.37
Karlstad 38.4444 31.8736 -17.09

Table 8.8: Income differences when using the minimum variance hedge or
not for oat.
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Figure 8.7: Portfolio weight ωmin. var.(0) for oat, different years.
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Figure 8.8: Portfolio weight ωmin. var.(0) for wheat, different years.
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One such alternative is to model the seasonal temperature trend by capturing
its periodic nature with sin

(
2π
365 t+ φ

)
(Alaton, Djehiche, & Stillberger, 2002)

as

aw(t) = A+Bt+ C sin

(
2π

365
t+ φ

)
.

Another alternative for this is wavelet analysis which appeared to give a de-
cent result for temperature data from Stockholm (Alexandridis & Zapranis,
2012).

Something to note is that when using these models in practice, one tem-
perature is supposed to represent the temperature effect in the whole area
where harvest size is averaged. The crop data from Jordbruksverket is aver-
aged over large areas; even though the growth zones are chosen in a clever
way, this could easily smooth out some regional variations. It would be rea-
sonable to expect these models provide a better fit if crop data were available
from a smaller region or a specific farm where temperature readings are also
available.

Interestingly, the estimated values of bw were all negative, which resulted
in positive weights in the hedging portfolio for the future contracts. It is
interesting that none of the estimates ended up being positive since the
values found in the two Belgian locations ended up having opposite signs.
Reasons for this could be that Sweden has somewhat more similar weather
in the whole country or that the chosen locations simply happened to not
incorporate the differences. For example, all the locations were chosen from
the southern parts of the country for different reasons. Also, while Visby is
on an island in the Baltic Sea and Ronneby is also close to the Baltic Sea,
none of the locations were close to the Atlantic Ocean which might have
given a different result.

The comparisons between crops could be made more interesting by com-
paring the same plants. The crops were chosen partly because of complete-
ness in the data, but it would be very interesting if Swedish green maize
could have been compared to that in Belgium as was done in the article.
Unfortunately this is not possible yet with our data source as green maize
data is only available for a few years and in few locations in the harvest data.

A possible generalization is to allow weather options from Oslo and
Copenhagen, which could give a better performance than only of Stock-
holm in some areas where, even though these cities are in different countries,
they are closer than Stockholm. This opens up for even more solid hedging
strategies if or when weather derivatives become available in more cities.

8.5 Conclusions

In conclusion, these results show that the minimum variance hedging strategy
could be successful in Sweden if CAT futures contracts became available for
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Stockholm. The temperature modelling was somewhat successful but could
be improved using other methods, for example for the trends, which might
improve the overall performance of the hedging. European companies that
are looking for alternatives to insurance for reducing their weather exposure
may be optimistic about these results, those from (Hainaut, 2019) and and
probably many more to come.
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